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Race Cancellation Protocol – Twilight Races 
Purpose 

This document summarises the Squadron’s procedure for cancelling Twilight Races when hazardous 
weather conditions are expected. 

It gives more certainty in the timing of announcements to skippers, crew, volunteers, office staff and 
catering staff.  

This document does not change RRS 4; “responsibility for a boat’s decision to participate in a race or 
continue racing is hers alone”. 

Protocol 

The Race Officer (RO) will decide to call off a race due to hazardous weather based on: 
• Forecasts: predictions from the BOM and other reliable weather models; and 
• Observations:  measurements from the BOM and other local weather stations. 

 
1. When wind strengths of 28 kts and above (i.e. Gale) are forecast for the time of the race, the 

RO will announce a race cancellation by 10:00am on the day of the race. 

2. When wind strengths of 25 – 28 kts (i.e. Strong) are forecast for the time of the race, the RO 
will monitor Observations and, if decided, will announce a race cancellation by 2:00pm on the 
day of the race. 

3. When wind strengths under 25 kts are forecast for the time of the race, the RO will monitor 
Observations and, if needed, will announce a race cancellation by 3.30pm on the day of the 
race. 

4. Other Issues may be present which require cancellation by the RO.  These could include 
forecast thunderstorms, lightning, hail, excessive heat conditions and potentially shipping 
issues.  Cancellation for these issues will be advised by 2:00pm on the day of the race. 

 
Twilight racing is a traditionally a social outing with boats having guests and inexperienced crew.  As 
a guideline, cancellation will typically occur if wind strengths average 25 kts or more for more than 
50% of the time over a 20-minute period leading up to the race.  The decision to cancel is complex 
and considers wind strength, swell height, tide, weather conditions adjacent to the race area and 
weather conditions forecast after the race finish time.   

Communication to Competitors 

Advice of cancellation will be issued to skippers via text a message (if subscribed), via e-mail and via 
a Code Flags AP over A flown from the Squadron’s signal mast. 

Skippers and crew can call the club (Ph. 8341 8600) for cancellation news after the times listed in the 
above Protocol.   
 

The Race Committee 

RSAYS 


